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COOKIES POLICY 
www.hellocanaryislands.com 

(AV 12/21) 

 

 

1. CONTENT AND COMPLIANCE  

Pursuant to Article 22.2. of Law 34/2002, of 11 July, on Services of the Information Society, 
PROMOTUR TURISMO CANARIAS S.A., as the owner of the domain of this website, 
will use data storage and retrieval devices on the terminal equipment of the user through 
the use of cookies, which will allow user preferences to be remembered for subsequent 
visits to the website and enhance the online experience; under no circumstances will 
cookies process personal data or data that will compromise your privacy.  
 
User consent to accept data processing will be obtained through the use of a pop-up window 
that will remain in view until it has been read and accepted.  
 
 
2.- WHAT ARE COOKIES?  

Cookies are small blocks of data sent by websites that are stored in your browser so they 
can later be read or updated by websites; they have an important role in the functioning of 
a website, for example by making it possible to know users’ browsing habits and provide 
them with better service.  
 
Using cookies, a website can recognise a user’s computer to track browsing on several 
pages of the website and identify users returning to the website.  
 
 
3.- WHO DO WE SHARE COOKIES WITH?  
 
We may share data from targeting and/or marketing cookies with third parties, specifically 
collaborating companies in the Canary Islands tourism sector. 
 
 
4.- TYPES OF COOKIES WE USE  

The website uses its own and/or third party cookies, always anonymously, to improve the 
website services by analysing browsing habits.  
 

• Own cookies are the cookies sent to the user’s terminal equipment from our own 
web page.  

• Third party cookies are cookies sent to the user’s computer or terminal from a 
domain or web page that is not managed by us, but by a collaborating entity.  

 
Based on how long cookies remain active, the website uses session cookies and/or 
persistent cookies: 
 

• Session cookies are a type of cookie designed to collect and store data while you 
access our web site, and they remain in the cookies file in your browser until you 
leave the page.  
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• Persistent cookies are a type of cookie where the data continue to be stored on 
the terminal and can be accessed and processed for a specific period of time.  

Based on their purpose, the website uses the following types of cookies:  

 

• Analytics cookies: With these cookies we analyse the use of the website 
resources and content to improve our offer. Processed by us or by third parties, 
they allow us to quantify the number of users and obtain statistical 
measurements and analyses of how users use the services and/or products on 
offer. For this purpose, your browsing on our web page is analysed to improve 
the range of products or services we have on offer.  
 

• Technical cookies: These are essential for this website to work properly and let 
you use it correctly. They help to make our web page usable by activating basic 
functions. The web page cannot work properly without these cookies and 
therefore it is not necessary to ask consent to use them. These cookies cannot 
be deactivated.  
 

• Marketing cookies: With these cookies we analyse your browsing habits to be 
able to show you ads that are relevant to you. Processed by us or by third parties, 
they allow us to analyse your browsing habits on the internet so we can show 
you advertising related to your browsing profile   
 

• Targeting cookies: Without these cookies we cannot offer you content related to 

your reasons for travel. They allow information to be remembered, analysing your 
browsing on our web page, to change the way the page behaves and its 
appearance, offering you personalised content related to your preferences and 
browsing habits, among other uses.  
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DESCRIPTION  NAME OF COOKIE PURPOSE  PROVIDER  DURATION 

Manages the loading of dynamic blocks dmp-get-blocks Technical  Own (.holaislascanarias.com) Session (-) 

Session identifier of the user in the application  SSESSID Technical Own (.holaislascanarias.com) Session (-) 

Version of Cookie Agreement cookie-agreed-version Technical Own (.holaislascanarias.com) Persistent (100 days) 

Shows whether the user has set cookies  cookie-agreed Technical Own (.holaislascanarias.com) Persistent (100 days) 

Stores Cookie Agreement by Categories  cookie-agreed-categories Technical Own (.holaislascanarias.com) Persistent (100 days) 

Stores the user’s selection of favourite content  fav_stories Technical Own (.holaislascanarias.com) Session (-) 

Stores the search parameters selected when using the planner 
form 

planner-selection Technical Own (.holaislascanarias.com) Session (-) 

Stores the step we’re up to on the planner form  planner-step Technical Own (.holaislascanarias.com) Session (-) 

Microsoft cookie used to store 
information about user visits  

MUID Marketing/Analysis Third party (.bing.com) Persistent (365 days) 

Used with these purposes to show Google ads on non-Google sites  IDE Marketing Third party (.doubleclick.net) ( ) 

Campaign targeting the user to personalise dynamic block 
information  

dmp-campaign-name Targeting/Marketing Own (.holaislascanarias.com) Persistent (5 min) 

User’s browsing history on the website to obtain preferences  hic_term_custom_nav Targeting/Marketing Own (.holaislascanarias.com) Session (-) 

Personalises dynamic block information based on browsing 
preferences  

dmp-campaign-personalize Targeting/Marketing Own (.holaislascanarias.com) Session (-) 

Expiration time of the cookie campaign; when it expires, a request 
will be made to the campaign management system if the current 
one has changed  

dmp-campaign-expiration Targeting/Marketing Own (.holaislascanarias.com) Persistent (5 min) 

The purpose of this cookie is to store information about the user’s 
browsing preferences.  

NID Targeting/Marketing Third party (.google.com) Persistent (180 days) 
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The purpose of this cookie is to store information about the user’s 
browsing preferences. 

NID Targeting/Marketing Third party (.google.es) Persistent (181 days) 

These contain a unique randomly generated value that allows the 
platform to distinguish browsers and devices. This information is 
used to measure ad performance and provide product 
recommendations based on statistical data.  

CONSENT Targeting/Marketing Third party (.google.com) Persistent (365 days) 

These allow optimisation and personalisation of ads shown when 
browsing. They are used to analyse traffic patterns on the website 
and browser session duration. Associated with Google’s 
personalised advertising Adwords. 

CONSENT Targeting/Marketing Third party (.google.es) Persistent (30 days) 

These allow optimisation and personalisation of ads displayed 
while browsing. They are used to analyse traffic patterns on the 
website and browser session duration. Associated with Google’s 
personalised advertising Adwords. 

OTZ Targeting/Marketing Third party (.youtube.com) Persistent (30 days) 

Transfer of cookies: allows a third party provider to personalise its 
digital communication based on the browsing behaviour or 
purchase on our website. You can view a list of the recipients on 
this link. More information 

1P_JAR Targeting/Marketing Third party (.google.com) Persistent (180 days) 

These contain a unique randomly generated value that allows the 
platform to distinguish browsers and devices. This information is 
used to measure ad performance and provide product 
recommendations based on statistical data. 

ANID Targeting/Marketing Third party (.youtube.com) Persistent (180 days) 

Used to measure videos played by the user and register “Like” or 
“Share video” events.  

YSC Targeting/Marketing Third party (.youtube.com) Session (-) 

Cookie used by Google to provide services and extract anonymous 
information about browsing  

OGPC Targeting  Third party (.youtube.com) Persistent (30 days) 

User ID in Eulerian  etuix Analysis/Targeting/Marketing Own (.holaislascanarias.com) Persistent (28 days) 

Records a unique identification in mobile devices to allow tracking 
using geographical location by GPS.  

GPS Analysis/Targeting/Marketing Third party (.youtube.com) Persistent (1 day) 
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Cookie used to track views of videos embedded in the website.  VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE Analysis/Targeting Third party (.youtube.com) Persistent (30 days) 

Google Analytics cookie used to count the number of pages visited  _gid Analysis Third party (.holaislascanarias.com) Persistent (1 day) 

Google Analytics cookie used to count the number of pages visited _ga Analysis Third party (.holaislascanarias.com) Persistent (2 years) 

Used to limit the percentage of requests. When Google Analytics is 
implemented using Google Tag Manager 

_gat_UA-58593279-15 Analysis Third party (.holaislascanarias.com) Persistent (1 min) 

Used to limit the percentage of requests. When Google Analytics is 
implemented using Google Tag Manager 

_gat_UA-58593279-1 Analysis Third party (.holaislascanarias.com) Persistent (1 min) 

Google Tag Manager cookie used to   
record visitors to the website  

_dc_gtm_UA-58593279-1 Analysis Third party (.holaislascanarias.com) Persistent (1 min) 

Google Tag Manager cookie used to  
record visitors to the website 

_dc_gtm_UA-58593279-15 Analysis Third party (.holaislascanarias.com) Persistent (1 min) 
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The foregoing does not prevent possible storage or access of a technical nature for the sole 
purpose of sending a communication via an electronic communications network or, insofar as 
is strictly necessary, to provide a service expressly requested by the user.  
 
5.- MANAGING COOKIES 

Cookies installed on the user’s equipment can be blocked or removed by changing the browser 
option settings. Further information on how to do this can be found at the following addresses, 
depending on the browser installed:  
 

Google Chrome 
Mozilla Firefox 
Internet Explorer  
Safari para IOS (iPhone, iPad) 
Microsoft Edge 
 

When using other browsers, you can find more information on how to configure the installation 
of cookies in the help or assistance section of the browsers.  
 

 
 
 
 

http://support.google.com/chrome/bin/answer.py?hl=es&answer=95647
https://support.mozilla.org/es/kb/impedir-que-los-sitios-web-guarden-sus-preferencia
https://support.mozilla.org/es/kb/impedir-que-los-sitios-web-guarden-sus-preferencia
https://support.microsoft.com/es-es/topic/eliminar-y-administrar-cookies-168dab11-0753-043d-7c16-ede5947fc64d#:~:text=En%20Internet%20Explorer%2C%20seleccione%20el,si%20prefieres%20que%20te%20pregunten.
https://support.apple.com/es-es/HT201265
https://support.apple.com/es-es/HT201265
https://support.microsoft.com/es-es/microsoft-edge/eliminar-las-cookies-en-microsoft-edge-63947406-40ac-c3b8-57b9-2a946a29ae09

